
YOUR PLANTING PROJECT HAS A STORY. There is a reason the forest is in need of 
restoration — whether it’s wildfire, pest infestation, land reclamation, or any of the many other 
issues that you face every day — and there are tangible benefits once the tree canopy is restored. 

We want to help you tell that story. To our loyal members and donors. To our committed corporate 
partners. And to the world.

This guide is full of useful tips for providing the Arbor Day Foundation with what we need to 
effectively share your story in a way that will move people to action. While this document provides 
suggestions rather than requirements, please know that our most successful partners implement 
these storytelling best practices and see continued funding each year.

Have Questions?

As you work through the details of your project, you may have 
questions. Your primary contacts at the Arbor Day Foundation are: 
 
Brad Brandt, Manager of Forest Restoration Programs
bbrandt@arborday.org 

Jennifer Moon, Program Coordinator
jmoon@arborday.org
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Telling the  
Whole Story
It is common for partners to share about the 
natural disaster or issue that has caused the need for 
reforestation. That is an important part of the story. 
But beyond the reason for your need for trees, we want 
to know what the trees mean to the area. Think about 
the following questions:

q Has a watershed been impacted?  
What is the importance of ensuring that 
watershed isn’t impaired?

q Are there endangered/threatened species 
or other wildlife that rely on this area for 
habitat? In particular, think about the areas 
that are unique to your region.

q Are there individuals and communities that 
rely on or benefit from the forest? Is there a 
story to be told about recreational use?

q Do you have stories or metrics to share about 
human impact? How many people live nearby, 
and how are they affected? Will the project 
create jobs or ensure  sustainability of jobs? 
How many working days will be created, and 
how many employees will be supported?

Taking the Right Photos 
As we promote your project, the Arbor Day 
Foundation will ask for photos of your project that 
may be used for marketing materials and on social 
media. Following are some tips to help you gather 
photos that the Foundation can use for such purposes.

q Be sure to take photos of the area before, 
during, and after the planting.

q Include images of the landscape, some that 
more broadly show the area and some that 
are site-specific.

q Capture the smiling faces of your tree 
planters.

q Get shots of boxed seedlings being unloaded 
and prepped.

Recording Video
Capturing footage on your smartphone can go a long 
way in creating a deeper connection with your project. 
Consider some of the following video opportunities:

q Short clips of the trees being unloaded  
and planted.

q Footage of the site with newly planted trees.

q A short thank you video.

q Sample language: “Hi, my name is <NAME> and 
I am the <POSITION> at <ORGANIZATION>. 
Thank you, Arbor Day Foundation, for your 
support of tree planting in <FOREST>.”

Be mindful of the people in your photos and videos. Consider photo release forms or take photos that do not show a person’s entire face.
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Getting Great Quotes  
Talk to people — those within your organization 
as well as area residents who will benefit from the 
project — to gather quotes that help further your 
story and add a human element. When interviewing 
people for quotes, consider the following tips:

q Start with a list of questions. Include a 
mix of very specific questions and broader 
questions.

q Avoid questions that can be answered with 
“yes” or “no.”

q Ask them to talk about their feelings. How do 
they feel they will benefit from the project? 
Why do they think the project is important for 
their region?

q Don’t be afraid to ask questions beyond 
what’s on your list. Carefully listen to the 
answers they give to see if you could ask a 
follow-up question. 

q Record the conversation or get your answers 
in writing to ensure that you can correctly 
quote the individual.

q Make sure you have the correct spelling of 
each interviewee’s name.

Providing Progress 
Updates

Being able to provide “updates from the field” is 
important. This helps donors feel connected with 
your project as it progresses. Two to three updates per 
project is ideal. Consider providing written updates 
and photos of:

q Site preparations.

q Planting day activities.

q Wildlife sightings on site.

q Unexpected obstacles to overcome.

q Anecdotes from planters or volunteers.

q How the seedlings are doing after planting.

While the reasons for planting vary 
by location and planting partner, one 
common thread connects every project 
we support: the need for trees is critical. 
Thank you for choosing to work with 
the Arbor Day Foundation and for 
helping us tell your story.


